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LAND OF A THOUSAND HILLS

UPDATE
NEW REGULATIONS
FOR UNDER-18s
TRAVELLING TO AND
FROM SA

travel talk

Quinn Meyer

The Amazon is the playground for
Quinn Meyer, founder and Director
of Crees Manu. His organisation
aims at a more sustainable Amazon
via local communities and scientific
research – a reminder of a new way
of looking at eco-travel.

– Jabulile Ngwenya

DRINKING DIVAS Make a swinging statement with
the über-fabulous Veuve Clicquot Clutch, designed
by Paris-based design collective 5.5 designstudio. It
includes a wristlet, a clear window to personalise
it and, most importantly, an isothermic nest to keep
a bottle cold for up to one hour. Available from
leading liquor merchants (R580).

CHIC AND CREASE-FREE
Boarding pass?
Hotel details?
Meeting presentation?
Suit with pressed shirt? Er…
Say it with confidence when you
use the Thomas Pink travel bag,
guaranteed to keep your shirts neat
and ready to wear as you land. The
Fairtrade-made 100% cotton canvas
bag has a unique pull-out gusset that
helps shirt collars and cuffs maintain their shape,
as well as a drawstring closure which prevents the
bag from crinkling. The bag can accommodate
two folded shirts. – Jabulile Ngwenya

40 Sawubona September 2014

For me, it’s not just the places
one travels to, but the people one
meets. It’s the people who enable
travellers to really get under the skin
of the destination.

The jungle, as I like my surroundings
to breathe with me. That said, I love
Jordan’s Wadi Rum Desert.
A head-torch and my iPhone.
An Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth
(Little, Brown & Co) by Chris Hadfield
and Bill Bryson’s books.
Theodore Roosevelt – American
President from 1901-1909 and a
renowned adventurer. He visited the
Amazon in 1913 and 1914.
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CAPE TOWN Design duo
Malcolm Klûk and Christiaan
Gabriel du Toit (Klûk/CGDT)
have opened their revamped
store in Bree St. Specialising
in bridal gowns, these
couture kings are never
without a smile – or the
perfect dress for your big
day. www.klukcgdt.com
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LONDON IF YOU WANT SIMPLE,
BUT DELICIOUS FRENCH FOOD IN
THE ENGLISH CAPITAL, HEAD TO
BLANCHETTE. THINK CHARCUTERIE,
OYSTERS AND ALLÉE BLEUE FLAIR
WITH A TOUCH OF ROMANCE.
WWW.BLANCHETTESOHO.CO.UK

